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Company ProfileCompany Profile
Tunisia Intership is one of the most renowned international
transport organizers (sea, air, road), logistics and transit
solutions, operating throughout Tunisia and connecting
countries around the world. It has built its growth and
reputation thanks to recognized know-how, intelligent
partnerships and management based on the quality and

optimal satisfaction of its customers and members. 

Founded in January 2005 and located in the strategic port area of Greater Tunis
(Rades and La Goulette), Tunisia Intership is the result of a model merger in the
field of multimodal transport, logistics, transit and customs clearance.

Tunisia Intership is led by two pioneering professionals in the field of multimodal
transport, logistics  and transit, Mr. Heykel Ben Sedrine and Mr. Abderrazak
Bouricha, who are also at the head of a group of integrated companies. They are
also among the leaders in their fields of activity: ship consignment, forwarding,
customs clearance, transit, seaside and medical tourism service, property
development and agriculture.

Our perfect mastery of the chain of port, air, logistics, clearance and transit
services, end-to-end multimodal transport and our privileged relationships with all
stakeholders in the chain, allow us to guarantee our customers and partners of
quality services: needs analysis and advice, optimization of procedures, efficient
coordination, cost control in terms of logistics and organization of transport and
security of goods.

The quality of our services, the efficiency and professionalism of our
management, the relevance of our strategic choices as well as our rich and long
experience in the field of international transport have made Tunisia Intership the
agent general of the owner Hambug Sud in Tunisia, which is one of the world



operators of maritime transport, connecting Tunisia to the five continents.

Contact & InfoContact & Info
Mr. Heykel Ben Sedrine - President

heykel@tunisiaintership.com

Mr. Abderrazak Bouricha - President
abderrazak@tunisiaintership.com

Mrs. Hanene Dagdoug Belhaj - General Manager
hanene@tunisiaintership.com

To see more contacts and learn more about Tunisia Intership, visit their partner
page on the United Shipping website.
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